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INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this dissertation is to cal-
culate the C-N apd the N=N force constants. This is accom-
.plished by assuming the Dray-Bradley Field in the solution 
of the azomethane molecule. These two force constants l~ve 
not previously bean calculated. The values of these con-
stants are expected to be near those of the C-C and c=c link-
ages. However, more exact and certain values will be very 
useful for solving more complex molecules possessing these 
linkages. Much work has been dona on polyatomic molecules by 
borrowing force constants from other molecules having the 
same group structure. Further purposes of this calcula·tion 
are to determine more definitely the geometrical structure of 
the azomethane molecule, to show that the Dray-Bradley Field 
is an adequate type of potential field for molecules of this 
type, and finally, to obtain a general solution for the type 
X2Y2 molecule belonging to the point group c2h and assuming 
the Dray-Bradley type force field. 
G. Herzberg1 has pointed out that further investiga-
tion of the azomethane molecule would be very desirable. At 
present, s. M. Naude' is engaged in experimental research in 
1 G. Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and Molecular Struc-
ture II, (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., l94S), 
~59. 
connection with new frequencies of this molecule. 
The complexity of the structure in many polyatorn:tc 
molecules makes theoretical calculations impractical and in 
some cases impossible. Some aims for the investigation of 
polyatomic molecules are to determine, at least qualitat;ively, 
the geometrical structure or shape of the molecule if it is 
not already known, and the nature of the associated force 
field which agrees with the experimentally observed data. 
Many times the shape of the molecule can be determined di-
rectly from the nature of the Raman and infrared spectra. In 
other cases, as in the case of azomethane, there are several 
possible structures. In such instances, theoretical calcula-
tions based on one of the possible structures and yielding 
satisfactory results indirectly determines the shape of the 
molecule. The determination of the structure, nature of the 
force field, and the intra-nuclear distances of a molecule 
are important information, the continued accumulation of Which 
presents increasing knowledge concerning the nature of atomic 
forces. 
In the most general case the number of potential con-
stants is larger than the number of normal vibrations (3n-6), 
therefore the potential constants cannot all be determined 
from the normal vibrations. For a particular molecule one 
may assume a specific type force field and thus reduce the 
number of force constants to be determined. Such is necessi-
tated in the practical cas·e. Therefore, any assumed potential 
3 
field between the atoms will, at best, only approximate the 
actual conditions existing in the molecule. 
Azomet hane contains t wo nitrogen atoms. According t o 
the literature, the two nitrogen atoms are connected by a co-
valent radius. 2 A solution of this molecule will thus give 
the force constant associated with this double bond, as well 
as the skeletal deformation constant and .the force constant 
associated with the C-N bond. Using the Urey-Bradley type 
field will also give the associated interaction and repulsion 
force constants. Azome.thane has been given considerable at-
tention in recent years, especially in connection with :i.ts 
thermal and radioactive instability and radioactive stopping 
power. 
Due to the fact that there is little known concei•ning 
the structure of azomethane, together with a deficiency in the 
lmowledge concerning the assignment of most fundamental fre-
quencies in the spectra, the task of solving for all of the 
force constants would be too formidable, if at all poss:l.ble, 
to attempt directly. The skeletal model, obtained by fr·ee-
zing the hydrogen atoms to the carbon atoms, is known n6t to 
appreciably affect the skeletal frequencies in molecules of 
this type. The force constants associated with the hydrog en 
and carbon atoms are known t o vary little from 
2 See w. Gordy, J, Cham. Phys. 151 81 (1947). 
Also, G. Kortftmand B. F. Finckh, z. Physik, Chem. B ( 48) 32 ( 1940) • 
4 
molecule to molecule, as has been mentioned previously3, and 
can be considered as being known. The first actual transfer 
of force constants, in the case of dimethyl acetylene, was 
made by Crawfo~ in 1939. 
3 G. G·locker and F. T. Wall, J. Chem. Phys. 5, E:l3 (1937). 
B. :L. Crawford, Jr. and s. R. Brinkley, Jr., J. Chem • 
Phys. 9, 69 . ( 1941) 
4 B. L. Crawford, Jr., J. Chem. Phzs. 7, 555 ( 1~139). 
--l 
REVIEW OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS. 
For the purposes of this investigation it would be im-
practical to obtain an exhaustive study of all research pub-
lished in the field of polyatomic molecules. Therefore this 
discussion will be limited to those investigations which have 
been published in some connection Vlith the present problem. 
Among various authors 1 usually the primary point of 
contention is the assumption of the proper potential force 
field for the particular molecule being investigated. As 
usual, the potential energy is considered a function of the 
displacement coordinates. The first type of such potential 
force field was the centra~ force, in which the potentia l en-
ergy depends only on the changes in the distances which sepa-
rate the atoms of the molecule. It was found that this type 
of force field was inadequate, especially in the case of wide-
angled triatomic molecules. Later the valence force fi eld ap-
peared to be more successful in the treatment of molecular vi-
brations.5 In this type of force field 1 the atoms of t h e 
molecule are connected by valence bonds 1 and it is assumed 
that a change in t he angle between two adjacent bonds, as well 
a s a change in bond l ength, results in an increase in the po-
t ential energy. Eowever 1 while some success was obtained 
for certain molecules 1 the results were still far from experi-
5 First introduced by D. Bjerrum, according to G. Herz-
berg, loc. cit. p. 168. 
mental data in many instances. More recently, 6 Urey and 
Bradley suggested and showed that a combination of the 
earlier central force and the later valence force fields 
6 
gave results which were llill.ch closer to experimental values. 
This type of force field assumes valence forces between 
atoms directly bonded, and central forces between atoms not 
bonded directly. While this force field has proved to be 
the most successful of the three types, it still is at best 
only an approximation of the actual forces existing in mole-
cu1es. 
Rosenthal7 has carried out detailed calculations in 
the case of the tetrahedral molecule assuming the most general 
f'orce field. The results agreed quite well with those Clf Urey 
and Bradley.a Simanouti9 has assumed the Urey-Bradley f ield 
with success in the determination of the force constant:s of 
methane and its halogen derivatives. Also, at a later ciate, 10 
this author obtained force constants for other hydrocarbon 
molecules such as ethane, and found this type of potential 
field to be adequate in the case of these molecules. These 
molecules, however, all contained single bonds only. 
6 H. c. Urey and c. A. Bradley, Phys. Rev. 38, 1969 (1931). 
7 J. E. Rosenthal, Phys. Rev. 45 1 426; 46, 730 (1934); 
49, 535 ( 1936) • 
8 Loc. cit. 
9 T. Simanouti, J. Chem. -Phys. 17, 245 (1949). 
10 Ibid., 17, 734 (1949). 
Crawford and Brinkley11 have calculated force con-
stants of several characteristic molecular groups assuming 
7 
a more general field than the simple valence type. The re-
sults, assuming the Urey-Bradley potential field, _in this 
investigation agree quite well with those of Crawford and 
Brinkley when the difference in the respective frequencies 
and the atomic weights of the respective atoms is taken into 
consideration. 
The expression for the Urey-Bradley field first ap-
peared in literature in 194912 in connection with the solu-
tion for the force constants of the tetrahedral molecule. 
Although the tetrahedral molecule is a different type than 
that of the molecule being investigated, this expression for 
the potential energy has been used after certain terms were 
dropped as will be evident later. Therefore this potential 
expression is reproduced below toge the r with the authors r e-
formulation of this expression in terms of valence force 
coordinates. The latter is very convenient to use when the 
displacements are, as far as possible, along the valence 
bonds or perpendicular to them. 
11 B. L. Crawford, Jr. and s. R. Brinkley, Jr., loc. 
12 T. S~manouti, loc. cit. 
---
v = 
URl!."'Y-BRADLEY FIELD TYPE OF 
POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
~ [ K~ r 1 ~r 1 ~ t K1 (.o.r 1 )2] • 
~[ H~l~i~¢1j + Hij (r1j4¢1/] + 
~[ F~jqij.6q1j + F ij (Aqij )2] ' 
8 
(1) 
where: r~are bond lengths q~are distances between 
two are 
we can 
¢~are bond angles 
rij equals (r1rj)! 
.~ , , A,K,H,H,F,F are the 
atoms not bonded 
directly 
rorce constants, the last 
repulsive constants between non~bonded atoms. 
Through the relation: qij = ri + r~ - 2rirjCos¢1 j 
represent Aq by Ar , Ar and A¢ij' then 
ij i j 
Aqij: s 1 jAr1 + sj1Arj + (t 1 jtji)i(r1 j4¢ij)+ 
where: 
t~j (Ar i )2 + tji (Ar j )2 - sijs ji (r 1t'-l2 (2) 
-2t 1 jtj 1 (~r1 ){Arj) + 2t1 jsj1 (Ar1 )(rjA¢1 j) 
+2t jisij(.o.r jl (ri.4¢ij ~/ 
/2qij 
sij - (ri rj Cos~ -
qij 
sji - (rj- r 1 Cos~ -
qij 
tij = rj Sin~ 
qij 
tji - Sin¢;J-(j - ri 
9 
In these equations ri 1 rj 1 ¢1 j and qij denote equilib-
rium values. From equation {l) and the relation for qij~ the 
potential energy is obtained as a function of valence force 
coordinates. 
v = + [K1r 1 + 4= F 1 jsijqij] (.o.r1 ) 
j~l 
+ ~[Rijrij + F~jqij(tijtji)~ (rij"¢1j) 
i~1 
+~ ~ [Ki + ~ (trj F~j + sij F ij )] (6r1 )2 
J~( 
+! ~ [Rij - Sij S ji F~j + t ij t ji F ij] (rij6¢ij )2 
i<j 
- ~ [tij 
l<J 
+ L [tij 
1,j 
i~j 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
{d) 
(e ) 
{f) 
..4-
·where the.6ri 
...d. 
and theil¢ are independent displacements. The 
( 3) 
terms (a) and (b) above are of no significance in this appli-
cation 1 since the bond angles are free to adjust themselves 
at equilibrium so that the first derivative of the potential 
energy can be considered zero in the equilibrium position. 
The (c) terms represent the changes in the bond lengths 1 the {d) 
terms represent bond angle changes 1 and (e) and (f) represent 
interaction between adjacent bonds and interaction between 
bonds and associated bond angles respectively. 
10 
The force constants for several characteristic groups 
are listed in the table below for purposes of comparison. 
Crawfo rd and Brinkley1 as previously mentioned, calculated 
these force constants with a potential field more general 
than the simple valence type. 
Bond Stretching Frequency 
Group Force 
Constant 
' / ,c=c, 9.6 x1o5 1650 Cn1-l 
~c-c= 
/ -
5.18 1126 
-c:c- 15.59 2050 
' / 4.50 900 
-c-c-/ \ 
-c:N 17.73 2100 
----~----~ ~-
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Changes in electronic energy do not occur in the 
production of vibrational spectra. One may thus consider 
a molecule as a number of mass pointa or nuclei~ the mean 
relative positions of which are held fixed by some intra-
nuclear force field. It is of advantage to obtain as much 
knowledge as possible concerning the nature of this force 
field. The determination of force constants associated with 
a molecule is a definite approach to the solution of this 
problem. 
The nuclear energy can be divided into two types~ 
namely~ vibrational and rotational. In the first approxi-
mation these two energies are separable. However~ in the 
case of azomethane the presence of a double bond should be 
sufficient evidence to exclude rotation about this bond as an 
axis. Therefore~ in the skeletal solution~ the rotational 
energy need not be considered. For other cases~ Shaffer and 
Nielsonl3 have obtained a relation connecting the vibrational 
and rotational energies for the X2Yz type molecule. 
Consider a polyatomic molecule composed of n atoms~ 
each of which has three degrees of freedom. The complete 
system then has 3n degrees of freedom. Translation of the 
center of mass of the molecule accounts for three degrees of 
l3 H. s. Shaff'er and A. H. Nielson~ J. Chem. Phys. 91 847 {1941). 
12 
freedom rotation of the molecule as a whole about its cen-
l:;er of mass accounts for three ·more. 14 The remaining 3n-6 
degrees of freedom are therefore associated with motions of 
the nuclei relative to one another. It is known from both 
classical and quantum mecha~cs 1 that there are 3n-6 funda-
mental modes of' vibration of such a system, and that every 
possible mode of vibration can be analysed into one or more 
of these fundamental or no~mal modes. Therefore, the energy 
levels of the system, transitions between which produce the 
experimentally observed spectra, are to be obtained by adding 
the energies of 3n-6 independent harmonic oscillators. For 
vibrations of small amplitude the oscillations can be consid-
ered as harmonic and the energy levels of the separate oscil-
lators can be given by: 
and the total energy of the molecule is the sum of' these ener-
gies. 
By assuming extreme force fields one can divide the 
molecule into sub units, the normal vibrations of which can 
be determined. Then one may obtain the nature of the vibra-
tions of less extreme fields by perturbations. This will, 
however, give only those properties of the vibrations which 
depend on the geometry of the molecule. Ne-vertheless, one 
l 4 Except in the case of linear molecules when only 
two degrees are thus accounted for. 
13 
should be able to determine in which di1~ection the change 
in the electric moment takes place .for a particular vibra-
tion, to determine whether the vibration is single or degen-
erate and if degenerate, the degree of degeneracy. 
It is evident that if the fundamental vibrations were 
strictly harmonic there would be no overtone and comoination 
bands in the spectra. The .fact that overtone and combination 
. 
bands do occur, indicates that the vibrations are not strictly 
harmonic. 
Although a classical treatment leads to correct selec-
tion rules in certain instances, exact derivations of selection 
rules for fundamental frequencies in the infrared spectra, in 
general, requires either quantum mechanics or group theory. 
Vibrations which give rise to a change in the electric dipole 
moment will be active in the infrared. One may state this 
rule in a more general manner, if any polyatomic molecule has 
a center of sy1nmetry 1 then those vibrations which are symmetri-
cal with respect to that center will not be observable in the 
infrared. There are many other .selection rules but they de-
pend upon the symmetrical properties of particular classes of 
molecules. Two important selection rules can be given as fol-
lows : (1) all overtones of the totally symmetric vibrations 
are forbidden, (2) the odd overtones of the anti-sy-mmetric vi-
brations are forbidden. 15 These rules are valuable assistance 
15 These can be found in most any text on Molecular 
Spectra. See, L. Tisza, z. Physik. 82 1 48 (1933). 
14 
for ass igning the frequencies of the observed Eainan and in-
frared spectra to the proper fundamental modes of vibration. 
Occurence of Raman spectr>a · is associated with a double 
transition between three energy levels of the mo lecule, only 
two of which are completely known , the third being some unob-
serva.ble upper state of the mo lecule . Selection rules fOl"' 
the R.ar:1an frequencies thus appear to ·oe complex and difficult 
t o derive. Placzek16 has found that under certain conditions 
it is possible to obtain some selection rules by semi-classi-
cal treatment. 
Dennison17 has pointed out that the physical character 
of a vibration depends on the symmetrical properties rather 
than on the particular force field of the molecule, the lat-
ter determining the numepical amplitudes of the respective 
vibrations. This can be considered as a justification for the 
use of symmetry coordinates. 
16 G. Placzek, Rev. Mod. Phys. 3 1 280 (1931). 
17 D. M. Dennison, Rev. Mo~ Phys. 3 1 280 (1931). 
SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF AZOnffiTHANE MOLECULE 
Due to the presence of the N2 group one would at first 
suggest the Y structure for the azomethane molecule. Hovtever, 
due to the absence of an electric dipole moment,l8 this model 
is definitely ruled out. The absence of a dipole moment to-
gather with absence of coincident Raman and infrared frequen-
cies,19 strongly suggests that the molecule has a center of 
aymmetry. 20 ' This means that the two CH3 groups must be placed 
symmetrically on either aide of the N2 group. Three other 
possible structures remain, namely1 the linear, and the cis 
and trans bent structures. The cis configuration can be ruled 
out because of the absence of a dipole moment as in the first 
ca se cited. The linear model would belong to the point group 
~h· Under certain conditions21 the normal vibrations will 
fall into species exactly analogous to those of the point 
group C2h• According to Herzberg, the bent trans structure 
· is the more probable structure though the question has not 
been regarded as settled.22 
18 w. West and R. B. Killingsworth, J. Cham. Phys. 
' 6, 1 {1938). 
19 With the ex.ception of one probable chance coinci-
dance. 
20 See G. Herzberg, loc. cit. p. 358. Assumes that the 
potential energy is indepen~ ~he rotation of CH3 groups. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
POSSIBLE SKELETAL STRUCTURES 
OF AZOMETHANE MOLECULE 
Y structure 
Linear structure 
Cis Trans 
Bent structures 
16 
17 
For non-degenerate vibrations the displacements of 
all the nuclei of a given symmetry set are fixed by the dis-
placements of one nucleus. Therefore the nuclei of this set 
can at most contribute three degrees of freedom to each non-
degenerate symmetry type 1 and will actually contribute these 
three degrees of freedom if the representative nucleus does 
not lie on any element of symmetry, Thus if there are m 
sets of nuclei not on any element of symmetry, there will be 
3m degrees of freedom of each non-degenerate symmetry type 
contributed by these sets. One should then be able to deter-
mine the total number of degre~s of freedom for each species.23 
For the C2h point group the total number of nuclei N is given 
by: 
N = 4m t 2llb + 2mz + m0 
where: m is the number of sets of nuclei not on any symmetry 
element. (The factors in front of the m values indicate the 
number of equivalent nuclei in each set.) 
m0 is the number of nuclei lying on all symmetry ele-
ments present 1 at the same time. 
mz is the number of sets of nuclei on a two-fold axis 
but not on a point of intersection with another symmetry ele-
ment. 
~ is the number of sets of nuclei on a plane 6h, 
23 See G. Herzberg, loc, ~ p. 131. 
but not on the axis perpendicular to this plane. 24 
For azomethane, (CH3)2N2 1 N = 10. 
18 
mz : 0 for certain positions of the CH3 groups, which 
makes the molecule belong to the point group c2h. 
m0 = 0 
m : 1 with one hydrogen atom of each CH3 group on 
the plane o h. 
mh - 3 
Then for the point group c2h, the number of genuine 
vibrations is given 'by: 
SEecies No. of Gen. Vib. 
Ag 3m + 2mh - 1 - 8 -
Au 3m +~ 1 - 5 -
Bg 3m +~ 2 - 4 
Bu 3m +2m 2 - 7 h -
24 
For the reduced or skeletal model N:4, . m : m2 = IDa : 0 
and mh : 2. We then find the number of genuine vibrations to 
be the following: 
SEecies No. of Gen. Vi b. 
Ag 3m + 2mh 1 ... . 3 . -
-
Au 3m + mh 1 = 1 
Bg 3m + Db - 2 = 0 
Bu 3m+ 2~ 2 - 2 
- 6 
24 . -G. Herzoerg, lac. cit. p. 106; K. w. F. Kohlrausch, 
(Berlin: J. Springer, 1~1) Dar Smekal Raman Effekt, p. 44. 
c2h - }5 c2(z) 
A r 1 1 g 
Au 1 1 
Bg 1 -1 
Bu 1 -1 
¢r 0 Tr 
ur 10 0 
!1+2cos¢r 3 -1 
xr 30 0 
~ 
---
24 2 
.,____.... 
¢r = angle of rotation. 
Xr : Ur (!1+2 Cos¢r> 
~ f= (U-2) (1+2 Cos¢) 
t---t \.= · U { -1+2 Cos¢) 
TABLE OF CHARACTERS 
~(x,y) 1 
1 1 
-1 -1 
, 1 
-...... 
1 -1 
0 -rr 
8 0 
1 -3 
8 0 
a 0 
No.Gen. Raman Infr. Activity 
Vi b. Active Active 
8 p I Rz 
5 F A T 
z 
4 DP I Rx,Ry 
7 F A Tx,Ty 
24 
Ur = number of nuclei left unchanged by any 
symmetry operation. 
(+ proper,-improper rotation). 
proper rotation. 
improper rotation. 
I-' 
co 
c2h 1!: c2(z) 
Ag 1 1 
Au 1 1 
Bg 1 -1 
Bu 1 -1 
¢r 0 rr 
u 
r 
4 0 
:!: 1+2c os¢r · ~ -1 
X r 12 . 0 
~ 6 2 
¢r = angle of rotation 
Xr = 
:--.~ 
Ur (! 1+2 Cos¢r) 
(U-2 )( 1+2 Cos¢) 
U (-1+2 Cos¢) 
REDUCED TABLE OF CHARACTERS 
Oh(x,y) 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
4 
1 
4 
4 
1 No.Gen. Raman Infr . Activity 
Vi b. Active Active 
1 3 p I Rz 
-1 1 F A T 
z 
1 0 DP I Rx,~ 
-1 2 F A, Tx1Ty 
-
-rr 6 
0 
-3 
0 
0 
Ur = number of nuclei left unchanged by any 
symmetry operation 
(+ proper,- improper rotation) 
proper rotation 
improper rotation 
ro 
0 
21 
According to Herzberg, there is a unique relation 
between the models c2h and thpse of D3d and D3h. Making use 
of this similarity, the description of the various vibrational 
frequencies for azomethane can be given follow~ng that of di-
. methyl acetylene . 25 
Description Ag Bu Au+Bu Ag+Bg A u 
C-H stretching 1 6 9 . 13 
N=N stretching 2 
CH3 deformation 3 7 10 14 
CH3 rocking 11 15 
C-N stretching 4 8 
C-N:N-C bending 12 16 
CH3 twisting 5 
Activity RP I// ~ RD I 
25 G. Herzberg, loc . cit. p. 357. 
The . numbers represent the various frequencies . 
SY~ll~TRY COORDINATES 
It has been previously pointed out that the general 
solution for a polyatomic molecule is very difficult to 
obtain. However, if' · the molecule possesses any symmetry 
whatever, a solution may be reached. by the method of sym-
metry coordinates. Symmetry coordinates were first intro-
duced by Howard and Wilson. 26 Some authors have introduced 
other types of symmetry coordinates. 27 The symmetry coordi-
nates in this dissertation follow according to those of Howard 
and Wilson . 
From the table oi' . characters given previously we know 
the number of genuine vibrations for each symmetry type or 
species. Instead of the usual 3N-6 cartes ian displacement 
coordinates, we introduce ~f1 : (3N-6) new internal or s7m-
'- .. 
metry coordinates, where f i corresponds to the num-oer of 
genuine vibrations of one symmetry species, and the summation 
is over all the symmetry species as given in the table of 
characters . Since the motion of the center of mass has al-
ready been accounted f or, these s~nmetry coordinates are to 
be chosen so that there is no mot i on or the cente r of mass 
and no rotation of the molecule as a whole about its centel"' 
26 .r. B. Howard and B. B. Wilson 1 Jr., .r. Chern. Phys. 2, 620 { 1934). 
·27 J. B. Rosenthal and G. M. Murphy, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
8, 317 < .~936);. ?• Redlich and H. Tompa., J. Chern. Phys. 5 1 .529 (1937); ~. H. #~lson and B. L. Crawford,~r., J. Chem. Phys. 
6, 223 (1938). 
23 
of mass. The actual normal coordinates are linear combina-
tions of these symmetry coordinates. The symmetry coordi-
nates have been chosen, as far as possible 1 along a valence 
bond or perpendicular to it. These are known as valence type 
symmetry coordinates and their use simplifies the application 
of the assumed force field as will be evident. in a later 
section. Since the potential energy is considered to be a 
quadratic function of' the cartesian coordinates 1 it must also 
be a. quadratic function of the symmetry coordinates, as the 
latter are linear combinations of the cartesian coordinates. 
The same holds true for the kinetic energy. If s 1 , s2 , •• , 
Sn are the symmetry coordinates chosen1 the potential and ki-
netic energies can be written in the following forms: 28 
2v = ~c1ksisk 2K = ~niksisk 
By referring to the table of cha.racters 1 it is evident that 
if the si and sk in the above expressions belong to different 
symmetry types 1 there will be at least one symmetry operation 
permitted# whereby either the si or the sk will change sigi.l. 
This would effect a. change in the potential and kinetic ener-
gies which must remain invariant with respect to all symmetry 
operations. Therefore, the potential and kinetic energies 
are zero whenever Si and Sk belong to different species. I .t 
is then possible to reduce the secular determin.ant whi ch is 
28 G. Herzberg, loc. cit. p. 147. 
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or order six to three determinants of orders three~ two and 
one. It is evident that the problem now becomes greatly 
simplified~ for the solution of the secular equation can be 
carried out separately for each species. However, the s i mpli-
fication is complete only in the case of the central or valence 
types of force fields. In the Urey-Bradley type~ for instance, 
the Cik are linear combinations of the potential constants. 
The solution with the more complex potential fields can still 
be carried out separately for each species to the point of ob-
taining the Cik for the respective species. 
The following are the symmetry coordinates used in the 
solution of the X2Y2 planar model belonging to the c2h point 
group. The solution for the vibration perpendicular to the 
plane is also given, but it is of comparatively small signifi-
canoe. 
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SYlfil'lETRY COORDINATES F OR SKELETAL MODEL 
../Yt-1 
xl --
· ~ -
-
y1 -
-
y2 -
-
xl -
-
~ --
x3 --
x4 -
z1 -
-
~ = 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES IN TERMS OF 
THE SYMMETRY COORDINATES: 
Species A 
. . -g 
(Sl+S2)oos(.¢+9) - s3sin(¢+g) x3 
(s1-us2 ) x4 
(S1 +s2 )sin(.(6+Q) - S3o OS (,¢+Q) y3 
- u3s3 y4 
Species B 
-u 
- s6 yl 
us6 y2 
us6 y3 
- s 6 x4 
. Species Au 
s 4 
-us4 
where U = ml 
~ 
26 
- -~ -
- -X 
- 1 
-
- y2 
-
-
- y 
- 1 
- s5 -
=-us5 
=..us5 
- 35 -
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The expression for the kinetic energy in cartesian 
coordinates is given -by: 
which in the cb.osen symmetry coordinates becomes: 
The corresponding expression for the potential energy in the 
symmetry coordinates is then: 
The secular equation then resolves into the following: 
0
11 - Ndll 0 12 - Ndl2 cl3 - Nd.l3 
0 - c - l\Id c - Nd 0 - Nd 21 21 22 22 23 23 
c - Nd 0 - Nd c Nd 31 - 31 32 32 33 33 
0 - 0 44 - Nd44 
c - N1 . 
55 55 
0 : 
0 66 - Nd66 
SOLUTION OF THE SECULAR EQUATION 
A. Kinetic Energy 
Species A . 
--. --g 
XI = (Si+ S~+ 2s1s2 )cos2 (¢+Q) + S~sin2 (¢+Q) 
~ : si + WS~ - 2US1s2 
Yy . = (SI+S~+2S1s2 )sin2 (¢+Q) + s§cos2 (¢+Q) 
- 2(S1 + s2 )s3sin(¢+Q)cos(¢+Q) 
~ : tSS~ 
X2 _ x2 3 - 2 
Then: 
X'2 _ x2 4 - 1 
.2 .2 • • .2 2.2 2. 2 • ~ 
T : m1 (S1 + S2 + 2S1s 2 ) + m2 (S1+ U s2 + u3s~- 2Us1s 2 ) 
Therefore: 
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Th~n the secular determinant for th i s. specie s becomes t he 
following : 
0 = c - Nd 22 22 
c - Nd 33 33 
Sinc e the symmetry coordinates were chosen orthogonal 
within this species there are no cross kinetic energy terms 
present i n the above determi nant. The solution of the deter-
minant in this case is: 
N1 + N2 + N..,. 
.. (4n 2c2M) (n2 + n2 .. 
., v 1 2 
0 11 0 22 
+ + 
dll d 22 
NlN2 + NlN3 + N~i - (4n2c2M)2(n2n2 - v 1 2 
2 
cllc22-c12 
-
-
dl1d22 
N N N - (4TI2c2M) 3 n2n2n2 1 2 3 - v 1 2 3 
+ n~) 
c33 
d 
+ 
33 
n2n2 1 3 + n~n5) 
2 
cllc33-0 13 
dl1d33 
+ 
c c -c2 22 33 23 
d22d33 
2 2 2 
c1lc22°33 + 20 12°13° 23 - 011c23 - 022c13 - 0 33cl2 
dll d22 d33 
Species Bu 
x2 - u2s2 
. 2 6 
x2 - u2s2 
3 6 
Then the kinetic energy is: 
~-
1 
r= 3 
r_-
4 
f'rom which we obtain the dik' d55 : d66 - 2m1 (u + 1), 
d56 : o. 
The secular equation for · the species B correspondingly 
u 
becomes the following: 
0 = 
c55 - Nd 55 
The solution for this determinant becomes: 
30 
Species A 
--u. 
Then: 
z2 - s2 
1 4 
z2 - u2s2 
· 2 4 
a 
-
0 55°66 - c56 
-
d55d66 
z2 - u2s2 
3 4 
Z
2 _ 
3
2 
4 - 4 
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therefore: d :2m (U + 1). The solution for the torsional 
44 1 
oscillation is simply: 
N4 - 4lT'2c2M n2 -
c44 
v 4 - d 
44 
The following is an explanation of the symbolism used 
.in the above expressions. 
C : 2.99776 xlo10cm.sec:1 , velocity of light 
v 
M : 1.66035 xlo-24gram, ~ mass ol6atom 
16 
h - vibration frequency in cm;1 
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B. Potential Energy 
In order to obtain the cik in the secular determin-
ants just given~ the expression for the Urey-Bradley potential 
energy must be put into the simplest form permitted by the sym-
metry of the molecular model. 29 For example~ the two C-N bonds 
are the same length and the two bond .angles are equal in the 
equilibriunl positions. For the molecular model chosen we make 
use of thefollowing structural notation: 
4 
1. 
Where: rl = r3~ ¢12 = ¢23~ ql2 = q23• 
Then the Urey-Bradley t ype potential function~ in terms of va-
lance force coordinates becomes: 
2V: Kl~"rl)2 + {ar3)2] + 112{-"r2)2 (a) 
+ F:f.2 [t~{ar1 ) 2 + t~2 {.o.r3 )2] + F~3 t~3 {ar2 )2 (b) 
r: 2 2 2 21 2 2 
+ F 12 L812 (Qrl) + 832 (~r 3) J + F 23 823 (Ar2) (c) 
+ Hl2 rlr2{AWl2 )2 + r2r3 {AW23 )2] (d) 
29 See equation (3). 
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- F ' S S r r (A¢ ) 2 - F 1 S S r r (L1¢ ) 2 ( e ) 
12 12 21 1 2 12 23 23 32 2 3 23 
+ F t t r r (A¢ ) 2 + F t t r r (A¢ ) 2 (f) 
12 12 21 1 2 12 23 23 32 2 3 23 
-2F' t t (~r A r ) 
12 12 21 1 2 
- · 2F ' t t ( llr D.r ) 
23 23 32 2 3 
(g) 
+ 2F S S (Ar Ar ) + 2F S S ( Ar Llr ) (h) 
12 12 21 1 2 23 23 32 2 3 
+ 2F' t S r (Ar ~¢ ) + 2F' t S r ( ~r ~¢ ) (i) 
12 12 21 2 1 12 23 23 32 3 2 23 
+ 2F' t S r (Ar .1¢ ) + 2F' t s r (L\r ~¢ ) ( j) 
21 21 12 1 2 21 32 32 23 2 3 32 
+ 2F t S r (Ar A ¢ ) + 2F t S r (Ar 0 ¢ ) ( k) 
12 21 12 2 1 12 23 32 23 3 2 23 
+ 2F t S r (Ar A¢ ) + 2F t S r (Ar ll¢ ) • ( 1) 
21 12 21 1 2 21 . 32 23 32 2 3 32 
We now make the following substitutions: 
Ar1: Ql K : k 1 1 
A r
2 - Q2 K - k - 2 - 2 
b. r - Q3 H : k 3 - 12 3 
A ,¢12 - Q F - k4 4 12 ~ ¢23 - Q Fl2 - k 5 5 
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I 
equals that F .. Knowing that r3 rl and equals F 1 l.J ji 
we obtain the following relations by comparing the coeffi-
cients in the above equation. 
F~2· - F' (b) F - F (c) 
A. 12 32 12 
F' - F' (b) F - F (c) 21 23 21 20 
Therefore: 
F' - F' - F' - F' 
32 23 21 .12 
and likewise : 
F - F F - F 
32 23 21 12 
also from (e) and (f) : 
F' - F I 
B. 23 12 
F 
- F 
23 12 
the la. tt er with A. above confirms the statement that F : F 
ij 
Making use of the above relations et nd the previously · 
given su-ostitutions, and by rearranging terms we obtain the 
following equation f'or the potential energy : 
2v - (Q2 + Q.2 ) [k + s 2 k + t 2 k.l 
1 3 1 12 4 12 ~ 
+ Q 
2 
s2 k 
21 4 
+ 
+ < Q Q + Q Q ) [2s s k -2t t k l 
1 2 2 3 . 12 21 4 12 21 ~ 
• ji 
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+ ( Q Q. + Q Q ) [2 (.t S r . k ... t S r k >l 
1 4 3 5 21 12 2 4 12 21 2 5 J 
+ Q (Q. + Q )[2(t S r k + t S r k ~ 
2 4 5 12 21 1 4 . 21 12 1 5 J 
+ ( Q2 - Q
2 ) [r r (k + t t k - S S k ~ 
4 5 1 2 3 12 21 4 12 21 5 J· 
We make the following substitutions in order to 
simplify the equations ' 
A : r 
-
r Cos¢ c : r r 
1. 2 1 2 
1 2 
B : r 
- r Cos¢ D : (-) 
2 1 rl3 
Then : 2V : 
.. 2 2 J + Dr Sin ¢'k 
2 5 
+ Q2 fk + B2Dk + Dr2S1n2¢k 1 
2 l 2 4 1 ~ 
+ (Q Q.. + Q Q ) r2(ABDk + CDSin2¢k ~ 
1 2 2 3 L 4 5 J 
+ ( Q Q, + Q Q ) r2 (ACDSin¢k + BDr2Sin¢k ~ 
1 4 . 3 5 t 4 2 5 J 
+ (Q.. Q + Q Q ) r2 (BCDSin¢k + ADr2Sin¢k )1 
2 4 2 5 l 4 1 5 J 
2 [ 2 2 + ~5 ) Ck3 + C DSin ¢k4 - ABCDk~. 
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One further substitution is necessary to transform 
this potential function into the form of a perturbed valence 
force field. This is useful for comp~ing the two types of 
potential fi elds as well as to facilitate the remaining cal-
culations. Let: 
I -
II = 
III -
IV : 
v -
VI -
We then obtain: 
2V -
k 
2 
ABD 
ACD 
BCD 
c k 
+ 
3 
(Q2 
1 
+ 
k CD Sin2¢ k 
4 5 
Sin¢ k + BDr2 Sin¢ k 
4 2 5 
Sin¢ k + ·ADr2 Sin¢ k 
4 1 5 
+ c2D Sin2¢ k - ABCD k 
4 5 
+ Q2) I + Q,2 II + 2(Q. Q + Q Q. 
3 2 1 2 2 3 
+ 2(Q Q + Q. Q ) IV + 2(Q Q + Q Q ) v + (Q2 + Q2) VI . 
1 4 3 5 2 4 2 5 4 5 
) 
In view of this last expression for the potent i al energy., 
the Urey-Bradley field i s equ iva l ent to the most general 
I. I. I 
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potential f'ield as expressed by a perturbed valence for.ce 
f'ield. Therefore, it is evident that the Urey-Bradley field 
is an adequate potential field for this type molecule . This 
is true since a most genera l perturbed valenc e force field is 
·known to be adequate for this type of molecule. 
It is necessary to obtain the valence or internal co-
ordinates in terms of the symmetry coordinates . 
Species A 
- -g 
Q1 - -(X2 ~ x1 )cos¢ + (Y2- Y1 )sin¢ 
Q;3 - Q,l 
Q.4 : J=-(Jla sin¢ + .ll b cos¢) l 
Q5: ~ 
The derivation for the change in angle is given below. 
Q'- Ab cosQ' 
,_ r 
... l 
d cotQ"- - csc2g' D.~ - Lla sinQ-l 
- - r 1 
1.1'¢ = -A91 : ~4 : -} (..1a sin¢ + Ab cos¢) 1 
.a a : r\ t81 ( 1- cos (¢~Q)) + 82 (U+ cos (¢+1l)) + 83sin(¢~Q )] 
II b : ;
1 
[s1sin(.¢*Q) - s2sin(¢+Q) + 8 3 (cos(¢+1l) - 2u3 ~ 
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Q
4 
: : ;
1 
[ -8
1 
( sin¢+<~inQ) + 82(Usin¢-sinQ) - 83 (2u3cos¢-cosQ )] 
Q1 : s1 {cos,0-cosQ) - s 2 (ucos,0+cosQ) - s3 (u3sin¢+sinQ) 
,.., - 2S - 2US ~2 - l 2 
The potential inergy expression for the species A reduce s to: 
g 
This potential energy expression in symmetry coordinates becomes: 
(' ( ' 2 2 , 2 . [ .. V: SI(cos¢'-cosQ) 2 + S~(Ucos¢'+cosQ) + s 3 (u3 sin¢ ... sin9J + s1s 2 (cos¢'-cosQ)(Ucos,0+cosQ) 
- S
1
s
3
(ooa¢-ooag)(U3ain¢+Sing) + s2s3 (uoos¢+oosg)(U3sin¢•aing)J I 
+ 2(S2+u2g2_ US S ) II 
1 2 1 2 
+ 4[( s21-us s )(cos¢-cosQ) - (S s -us2)(Ucos¢+cosQ) - (S s-usS )(U sin¢+sinQ)J III 1 2 1 2 2 - 1 3 2 3 3 
+ ; [ -sl' ( ooa¢-oosg) ( ain¢•sing) - s 2 (U~os)ii+cioag) (Usin¢-sing) + s2 (U sin)ii+aing) (2U cos¢ .. 
1 0 . 1 . 2 . 3 3 3 0 
-cosQ) + S S [(cos¢-cos9)( Usin¢'-sinQ) + (Ucos¢+cosQ)(sin¢+sinQ1 ~ S S [(cos¢-cosQ)(2U + 
12 - J 13 . 3 
-cosQ) - (U sin¢•sinQ) (sin¢ ... s~n~~ + S s· [(ucos¢+cosQ) (2U3cos¢-cos~) - (U sin¢•sinQ)(Us:lnl~ 3 j 23 . 3 -
-sin9n IV 
4 
+ r1 
1 
+rz 
1 
r(US S -s2)(sin¢ .... sinQ) + (S S r - US2 )(Usin~-s:tnQ)- (S S-USS )(2U cos.¢-~osQ)J V ~ 1 2 1 - 1 2 - 2 1 3 2 3 3 . 
~21 (sin¢+sin9)2 + s2(Usin¢'-sin9) 2 + s23 (2U cos¢-cOs9) 2 - S S (sin¢+sin9}(Usin¢'-sinQ) [ 2 3 1 2 
- . . 
+ S S (sin¢+sin9)(2U cos¢'-cosQ) - S S (Usin¢'-sin9)(2U cos¢-cosQ)] VI. 
1 3 3 2 3 3 Ul (Q 
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Species B 
· The potential energy expression for this s pecies 
accordingly becomes: 
2V : (Q.2 +· Q.2) I + 2(Q. Q. + Q, Q ) IV + 
1 3 1 4 3 5 
Q - (U + l)S 
- -
1 5 
~ - 0 
-2 
Q - (U + l)s 
-3 5 
£\ a - (U + 1)S Sin¢ . 
1 6 
db {U + l)S Cos¢ 
1 6 
A a - -(U + l)S Sin¢ 
-2 6 
.A b - -(U + l)S Cos¢ 
2 6 
Q : _2_( u + l)S 
4 r1 6 
Q : -:...!_(u + l)S 5 rl 6 
~::tnd we obtain: 
2V : + 
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Species A 
The potential energy express ion f or the torsional 
oscillat~on is simply: 
2V 2Q2 Ck 
6 6 
(U + 1 ) S - Tan ¢ ~ ¢ 
r 4 z z 
1 
Tan8 - ( for small os c.) 
~t{z - Q~ 1 and: 
2V 
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The c can now be written down by comparing the coefficients ik 
of the s1sk in the two expressions for the potential energy. 
c = (cos¢-cos~) 2 I ... 2 II + 4(cos¢-cosQ) III 
11 
- 2(cos¢-cosQ)(sin¢+s inQ) IV- 4(sin¢+sinQ) V 
rl rl 
+ (sin¢+einQ)2 "§ 
r 
1 
c22 : ('Ucos¢+cosQ }
2 I .. 2-uZ II + 4U(Ucos¢~cosQ) III 
- 2(Ucos¢+cosQ)(Usin¢-sinQ) IV- 4U(Usin¢-sinG) ~ 
rl rl 
+ (Usin¢-sinG} 2 ~ 
rl 
c
33
: (U3 sin,0'+sinG)
2 I + 2(U3 sin¢'+sinQ,)(2U3 cos¢-cosQ) ;~ 
+ (2U3 cos¢- cosQt V~ 
rl 
(cos¢-cosG){Ucos¢+cosG) I - 2U II - 4[u(cos¢-cosG) 
+ (Ucos.¢+ocsQ)J III + ;
1
[(cos.¢-cosQ) (Usin)'l-sinQ) 4 
. +( Ucos¢•cosG)(sin¢+sinQ}]Iv +..i.fu(sin¢+sinG) + 
· rll · 
+ (Usin¢-sinQ)l V - ~ ( sin¢+s:lnG ) (Usin¢-sinQ} VI J ·r 1 
c13 : -(~os¢-cosQ) (U3sin¢+sinG) I - 4(U3 sin¢+sinQ) III 
- :
1
[ (aos.¢-cosQ)(2U3cos.¢-ocaQ) 
+osinQ)l IV - ..!.- (2U3 cos¢-cosQ) ~ rl 
-cosG) VI 
- (U sin¢~sinG)(sind+ 3 . 'P 
c23 : (Ucos¢+cosQ){u3sin¢+sinQ} I + 4U(U3sin¢+sinQ) !II 
c 
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+ :Jucos¢+ccsQ) (2U
3
cos¢-cosQ) - (u3sin¢+sin9) (Usin¢~ 
-sinQ)J IV + ...!. U(2U3cos¢-cosQ) V -·.:4 (Us1n¢~sin~n (2u3cos.¢ rl . rl . 
- cosQ) VI 
APPLICATION OF SOLPTION TO AZ01v1ET1IANE 
In this calculation for the skeletal force constants 
of azonethane 1 the internuclear distances were taken to be 
30 the following values: 
The frequencies used are those given by West and 
Killingsworth, which are more complete than those given by 
31 Koblrausch. 'l'be following are the skeletal frequencies and 
their assignments in agreement with Herzberg: 32 
nl - 922 cm-1 n4 - 134 cm.;.l 
- -
n2 - 1576 n5 - 1110 - -
n3 :: 596 n6 426 
Where n11 n21 n3 are symmetric freque ncies 1 n4 is the non-
planar frequency 1 n51 n6 are antisymmetric freque ncies. It is 
to oe n oted that n4 and n5 are not in the observed spectra 
but are consistent with the trans-bent mode l of the molecule. 
The nuclear masses are substituted in atomic weight 
units on the physical scale, and the frequencies in cm-1• 
30 w. West and R. B.Kil lingsworth, loc. cit . ; 
H. Boersch1 Monatoch 65 1 311 {1935); W. Gordy-;-I'Oc.cit. 
31 w. west and R.B. Killingsworth1 loa. cit. ; K.W.F. 
Kohlrausch., loc. cit. 
32 G • .Herzberg 1 loc. cit. p. 359. 
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The following are t he nuclear masses used in these ca1cula-
. 33 
tions: 
12 c - 12. 003860 nuclear mass units 
u1 : 1 . 008130 
N14 - 14. 00?56 " 
+ -24 
- 1.660350 _ 0 . 00031 x lO gram. 
Then :(4rr2c;M) : 4 x9.8696044 x(2.99776 x1o10 )2x1.66035 x1o- 24 
: 5. 8905128 xlo-2 
33 From J. Chem. Phys. 13., 63 (1945), same as Birge 
(1941). 
Species Au 
k6 - 0.9090658 x1o
4 
..:;;:.S;::...pe.;..;c;:..;:i;...;.e..:;;:,s Bu 
I + VI - 6.036834 x105 
r2 
1 
0.1379314 1 • 24 k 
. r.47 6 
'' ; : . lf 
N5N6 - (4TI2c;M}2(n~n~) : 7.758386 x1o8 
: [ m1+ IDz ]2 kr){VI) - 4(I~) 2l 
ml~ l . r l 
. . -
Substituting for If from above•. 2 . 
r1 
0 : I2- 6.036834 xl05(I) 
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Species A 
-g 
I : 1 . 0000000 k + 0 . 8233?81 k 4 + 0.1766220 k5 1 . 
II - 1.0000000 k2~ 0.7517805 k 4+ 0 . 2482196 k 5 
III 
-
0.7867653 k - 0 .2093825 k5 4 
IV - 0 .5605822 k + 0.4518451 k 
- 4 5 
-v 
-
0.5356550 k + 0.6645117 k 
4 5 
VI : 1.8228000 k + 0.3816624 k - 1.4341157 k 
. 3 4 5 
c
11 
: 2 .3750269 I + 2.0000000 II - 6.1644489 III 
+2.2715254 IV- 2.9479039 V + 1.1736574 ~ 
rl 
o22 : 0.1185249 I + 2 .3020875 II + 1.4774427 III 
-0.2852964 IV- 1 .7781465 V + 0 . 3709864 ~ 
rl 
o33 : 8.6832784 I - 17. 7657773 IV + 22.5999723 ~ 
rl 
o12 : 0.5305655 I - 2.1457342 II + 5.2365366 III 
-0.7696590 IV+ 4.8200873 V - 0.6598567 ~ 
rl 
o : 4.5412575 I - 11.7869612 III 5.6244822 IV 
13 
+l2.9358988 ·v- 5.1502063 ~ 
rl 
47 
c23 = 1.0144873 I + 12.6458426 III - 4.6686810 IV 
-13.8785000 v + 2.8955624 ~ 
rl 
dll :29.0358100 
d22 - 31.1515647 
d33 : 165.9327771 
where: r : 1.8967973 xlo-8cm. 
0 
u : 1.0728671 
u - 3.2822764 
3 
0 11 -a
11
- 0.0817965 I+ 0.0688805 II - . 0.2123050 III 
+0.0782319 IV - 0.1015265 V + 0.0404210 ~ 
rl 
0 22 az2 : 0.0038048 I + 0.0738996 II + 0.0474276 III 
-0.0091583 IV - 0.0570805 V+O.Oll9091 ~ 
rl 
0
33 -a--- 0.0523301 I- 0.1070661 IV . + 0.1361996 VI 
33 2 
rl 
: 0.1379314 I + 0.+427800 II - 0.1648774 III 
-0.0379925 IV - 0.1586070 V + 0.1885297 .:g 
r1 
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Let : 
xlo- 10 
following · tQbles . 
Table IV 
. . k 
1 . •3 R s 
5 .2618 9.1131 0. 9205 0 0 1 . 1435 1. 0250 
4 . 6790 9. 6711 0.8246 0.6500 -0.0250 1 . 1435 1. 1208 
4 . 6867 9. 6soa o-8oll o . 65oo - o . o5oo 1 . 1435 1 . 1212 
4 . 6080 9. 7292 0.7849 0 . 7310 - 0. 0560 1.1435 1 . 1322 
4 . 5255 9 . 7963 o . 7885 a . s1so - o . 0650 1. 1435 1.1432 
4 . 5323 9. 1900 0 .. 7683 0 . 8150 - 0 . 0850 1. 1435 1. 1505 
where the force constants are in units of 105 dynes/em. 
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For that value of S in table IV which is nearest to R1 the 
value of U as compared to T is found to be 1.2365 and 1 . 5329 
respectively. Therefore these force constants will not give 
the observed frequencies upon substitution into the secula r 
equation. It is also evident that no adjustment of t he force 
constants will give the correct values of both S and u. 
Tb.er'efore another choice in the value of the bond angle l11Ust 
be made , assuming that the gi ve11 values of the internuclear 
d istances are correct . 
F'or ¢ : 145° 
I : 1 . 0000000 k
1 
+ 0.9243276 k 4 ~ 0.0756724 k 5 
II : 1.0000000 k
2 
+ 0.8936521 k 4 + 0.1063478 k5 
III - 0 .9088604 k4 - 0.0897084 k5 
-
IV - 0 . 3887758 k ... 0 . 3224592 k5 - . 4 
v - 0 . 3822702 k ... 0 . 4608874 k 
- 4 5 
VI : l . 8228pOO k
3 
·-·+ 0.1635204 k 
4 
1 . 6.566708 k5 
dll = 29. 0358100 d22 : 31. 1515647 d33 - 184. 4174589 
~ : 0 . 1120045 I + 0 . 06888046 II - 0 . 2484339 III 
11 
+ 0 . 0634206 IV - 0.0703356 V + 0 . 0089777 VI 
c22 - 0 . 0003565 I + 0.0738996 II + 0 . 0145168 III 
d22 
0.0034542 IV - 0.0410865 V + 0.0028554 VI 
0 33 d
33 
: 0.0255701 I - 0 . 1070390 IV + Oel120189 VI 
50 
c12 - 0.1900330 I - 2.1457342 II t 7 . 3175980 III 
- 0.968089& IV + 3.3840445 V - 0.1522728 VI 
c -- 3 . 916 0853 I - 8.6861503 III - 14.1757024 IV 13 
t 18.1805368 V - 2 .3205770 VI 
c23 : 0 . 2288292 I + 9.3190847 III - 2.2532019 IV 
- 19.5052994 V + 1.3555634 VI 
- 0.1379311 I + 0.14278006 II - 0.2339171 III 
- 0 .0470726 IV - 0.1114221 V + 0.1238520 VI 
solving for II: 
II = 15 . 2195968 x l o5 - 0.9660390 I + 1.6383037 III 
+ 0.3296861 IV + 0.7803758 V - 0.8674320 VI 
: - :: - ~ . . . .... - - ~ ~ ... :: . - ... 
- -- -- . -- - . 
- - - .. - . 
-· .. - - - -- - ~-
. -- - -. 
- . . 
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The results given ~n the ta ble ·below were obtaine d by r epeating the solution 
of the molecule f or different choices of the bond angle. 
Table v (C-N : 1 . 47 x~ N:N = .1 . 24 R) 
¢ 
125° 
"' k 
1 
4 . 5255 
k 2 k -3 
k 4 k5 
9 . 7963 0.7B85 0 . 8150 -0 . 0650 
R 
1 . 1435 
s T u 
1.1432 1 . 5329 1 . 2365 
125° . 4 . 5323 9 . 7901 0 . 7683 0 . 8150 - 0 .0850 1 . 1435 1 . 1505 1 . 5329 1 . 2524 
1300 4 . 5115 9 . 7346 0 . 8004 0 . 8150 - 0 . 0650 1.1435 1 . 1408 1 . 5329 1 . 3120 
130° 4 . 4863 9 . 7009 0 , 7993 0 . 8400 -0 . 0670 1 . 1435 1 . 1445 1 . 5329 1 . 3294 
145° 4 . 4897 9 . 5686 0.8257 0 . 8500 - 0 . 0700 1 . 1435 1 . 1378 1 . 5329 1 . 5168 
145° 4 . 4171 9 . 5241 0.8217 0 . 8750 - 0 . 0750 1.1435 1 . 1409 1 . 5329 1 . 5230 
145° 4 . 4099 9, 5306 0 .. 8217 0. 8820 -0 . 0750 1 . 1435 1 . 1435 1 . 5329 1 . 5375 
145° 4 . 4083 9 . 5321 0€ 8217 0 . 8836 -0 . 0750 1 . 1435 1 . 1437 1 . 5329 1 . 5384 
145° 4 . 4070 9 . 5333 0 .8208 0 . 8850 -0 . 0750 1 . 1435 1.1440 1 . 5329 1 . 5395 
Where R1 8 1 T, and U are the same as given previously 1 and¢ is the choice of bond 
angle. 
01 
ro 
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Wit h 145° for the bond angle 1 k4 equal to 0.8820 x1o
5 d~es/cm, 
and k 5 equal t o -o. 0750 x10
5 dynes/em, ·the following values 
are obtained: 
I - 5.2195 x 1o5 dynes/em. 
II - 10. 3109 xlo5 11 
III : 0. 8083 x lo5 
IV - 0.3187 x105 
V : 0 . 3026 x1o5 
. 
II 
VI - o.Bl73 x lo5 " 
rl2 -
Thes e would represent t he solution for the force oonstants 1 
for the planar vibra t ions 1 of the ,.azomethane molecule assuming 
a mos t general perturbed valence force potential field. 34 
H.mnever 1 this would be neglecting repulsion between the non-
bonded atoms in the molecule. The.refore 1 by making further 
use of the Urey-Bradley fie ld 1 which assumes re pulsive force·s 
between non-bonded atoms, the following force constants are 
obta ined : 
K1 - k1 - 4.4099 xlo
5 dynes/em. 
K2 - k 2 - 9.5306 x105 
J ~3 - 0 . 8217 x105 
- k - 0 . 8820 xlo5 
4 
II 
II 
" 
F' - k - -0.075 x1o5 11 5 
H - k : e. 9G91 x.-10 5 " 
·z • 6 
- ·-34se-;--;quat i ons p . 36 . 
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By substituting the above force constants into the secula r 
equation, the frequencies for the azoroethane molecule are cal-
culated and conlpaJ•ed with the observed frequencies in the fol -
lowing table : 
Table VI 
n l 112 n3 11 ' 4 n5 n6 
not not 
Obs . 922 1576 596 obs. 1110 obs. 
Cal . 920 1576 ' 598 134 1110 426 
where the n . are in em. - 1 
. , 
.... 
The actual forms of the nonna l vibrations are obtained 
by superimpos i ng t he symmetry coordi nates in the ratio of the 
~r.:: 
minors of the seculor determinant. 00 The follo-wing n-:.:~.merical 
values are ti.1ere 'oy obtained : 
for l:l • . s s2 s3 - 3 . 31 5 . 12 : 1 . 54 ~ 1 . ... 1 -
for n2 : s l .. s2 s 3 - - 31 . 30 : . 21. 06 . 0 . 40 . • 
for n3 : sl s 2 s3 - - 2 . 46 . -2. 70 . 2. 36 • • 
fo r nr:.: : S r.:: . s6 - 9. 53 1 . 00 • 0 i) 
fo:r· 116 : s 5 . s 6 - 1 . 00 . -9.53 • • 
Superimposing the respective syrmnetry cooPdinates uccording 
to the nume:L"'ical v~1 lues given above ., the actual forms of the 
normal vibrations are obtained and a r e s hovm on the f ollo·wing 
page . 
35 See G. Herzberg ., loc. cit. 
-- - -
p . 145 . 
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FOlliS OF THE NORMAL VIBRATIONS 
. ......,.... 
J 
I NFRARED THANSMISS ION CURVES OF AZOMETHANE 
~ 
0 
•rl 
Cll 
.~ 100 t FRESSt1R£ 7'0Aflfl4t11 63.....-...-, 5"00.........,..-v 760-----! :p~~ 1\ J~ \ Vs 
-
( /3.66 
.p '0 
· ~ so Q) 
C) JfO 
H 
Cl) 30 
p.., z.o 
. 10+ v 7 . .3.~ 
2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 , 10 II 12. 13 I'#-
Wave length in,....M 
W. West and R. B. Killingsworth, loc. cit. 
('Jl 
()) 
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Table V Azomethane Vibl"•ation Spectrum 
-
' 
0 Raman -60 C Infrared 20°c 
aff ( cm-1 ) I m l N~J n(cm-1 ) 
548 1 
596 8 0.3 14.28 700 
13.66 730 
922 4 
9 . 87 1013 
1023 1 
9.00 1110 
1182 3 
1376 5 D 
7 . 00 :l430 
1442 9 0.6 
1576 4 
&.20 1923 
4 . 57 2190 
4~18 2392 
3 . S5 · 2597 
2733 2 
2854 2 
2914 10 0 .25 
2985 8 D 
3.30 3030 
2.30 4360 
1 . 77 5650 
.. 
CONCLUSION 
It is concluded that the force constants used to 
' 
evaluate the frequencies , as shoYm on page 53, are the cor-
rect force constants r~?resent ing the potential field in t he 
azomethane r.1olecule . This is true within the limits of the 
accuracy of the experimentally determined inte~ruclear dis -
tances and frequencies . From the results shown on page 53 1 
it is evident that vlith the assumption of repulsive f orces 
between non-bonded atoms in the force field of the molecule , 
the values of the C-H and the N:N force constants are some -
what lov1e1~ than what would be obtained in the case of the 
assumption of a perturbed valence force field . Ti.1is offers 
a convenient comparison of the tw o types of potential fields. 
The Urey-Bradley field offers a more direct interpretation of 
the int ranuclear forces , since it indicates the significance 
of the interaction terms used in other perturbed types of force 
fields . It is therefore concluded that the Urey-Bradley field 
is an adequate type of potential fie ld for this type of mole-
cule . 
It may be not ed that the values of the C-N, N=N, force 
const ants , whic h calculate the experimentally observed fre-
quencies,when substituted int o the secular equation, to within 
the limits of accuracy of o. 5 per cent, are in good agreeme-nt 
with what had been expected by comparison with the C-C and the 
c:c linkeag es . The values found for the k4 and k5 constants 
are within the limits of the corresponding constants for the 
methane and ethane molecules and their halogen derivatives 
as found by Silnanouti 10 assuming the Urey-Bradley field in 
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the solution of those molecules . This is ~vidence that force 
constants can be borrowed from ·another molecule provided the 
group structure is similar . This is in accordance with the 
ob j ective of this investigation. 
The values for the C-N and the N=N force constants ~ 
in accordance with the above consideration~are as follows: 
C-N K1 - 4 .4099 + 0.06 xlo5 dynes/em 
N=u E2 - 9. 5306 "' o.o6 x1o5 d_ynes/cm 
The value for the deformation constant is: 
H -
-
0.8217· ~ 0.06 xlo5 dynes/em 
The limitation of the accuracy is assumed as that of the in-
ternuclear distances~ 
$ince the general solution of the J_C2Y2 planar type of 
molecule derived in this dissertation has been used with sue-
cess~ it is concluded that this general solution is a correct 
one. 
Tho success of this s elution., as was pointed out earlier, 
determines the geometrical structure of the azomethane molecule 
as being that of the trans-planar type structure with an angle 
of 145° ! 2° between the single and double bonds . This value 
of the bond angle is ·within the limits of 135° ~ 15°., as pro-
posed by West and Killingswortn. 18 
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Further experimental investigation of the internuclear 
distances and of the frequencies for azomethane would serve 
to give the values · of the calculated force constants to a 
higher degree of accuracy than t hat permitted at present . 
The success of this solution also predicts the two frequencies 
.below 500 cm-1 as suggested by Herzberg. 1 
. . 
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ABS 'i'.!:I.N~ 'I' 
J.'he p i:··~a.ry objective ol' t"1i s investibation was to c ::;.lculate the 
C- ii und the d:::: ;J force const.:urts . 'l'his ~o.s been accomplished by ass1:.1:1ing 
the tre:,r-Br~.61E:y field in th0 solution of the azor::z t?la:.11.c; mo lecB.le . 'l'hes8 
t·.•w force canst .nts have not previously been calculated . Although the 
v2.lu~s of these £'orce consta..n.ts are expectec~ to be near t~ose 01. the C-C 
:.nd tt.~ c· linkeaces, r.1ore exact cmd certa in vAlue s Ti:i.ll 1:'3 useil~l for 
sc:lvin;; ••lore co:npl ex nolecules possessinf:: these groups . 1:iuch o:rork has 
bee!! done recentl y in t he fie l d of polyatornic molec"Llcs by borrovrins 
force cor.stants fro:rn other molecules havin, the sa 1e s tructur e .. th:;r ob-
j ectives of t his i nvest j_g.::.tion ·w·ere to ci.c t ermine ,:tore c:ei'init ely the se o-
mctrico.l st.::r<Jcture of the azometh;:;.ne rnol0culc , to sho-.'; t:r~t the l'r8~--~lrs.d-· 
t;yre , and. £'in:::.ll;;r, t o oiJt:J.in a ;::·ener2.l solution i"or the ;· 2'! t; ~ e :::oJ::;cule 
So;:1e a ins in t~1~ investi;;:;ation of polyator.Lic !!loler::nles are to de -
t~rrnine , at le.::~T, qualitatively, t:e .:::eon:-")trico.l structure or sY:::-:; ol' the 
In ot1-ler cc:.ses, ns i s the c c.sc o.l azon~et:b.._ne , theo_etical c.:J.lcu-
ol' the str1.'.ct1-'.I' , natu:::·-:; o~=· the lorce fie l d , and the intP.rn·ucle<rr distanc~~s 
.2-r-:; importc.nt i rrforn:rtion, the continned accw ,JJ. <:.tio'1. o_,_ -.rhj_ch rre:3onts 
insreas i~~.::; ~:no'.''lec:'~e co:1cern:l.n; the: nc-J;ure o:: ::.tonic forces • 
• ccordj_nc to 'G~le 1:! J:.orature , c.>.zomct~1ane con:C.:J.ins two nitro;en o.tons 
th:J.t 3.l'e cormect-:~d b-- a covalent r::tdi uc . '.i'here forP- , s. ~wJ:ution of this 
iv 
::colecule will u .. V:3 the i'orce eonste.nt ssocj_2.ted 'ii tl! this C-01ltl e "'Jond, 
:.1-~nt2.l fr -.que ncies j_n the obs3rved s~-<:!ct.r£:. , the to.sk of solvin::_- =or .::tll 
o::: t:13 fore- co st~nts -.-muld r)r; too formi ·able ' to attenpt c.irectJ;i· · ._,'he 
s~:-~l:;t::-.1 l!'.oc.el, obtainec1_ b~r fre ezi.nf:: the hyerocen atons to tl1e c arbon 
ator.s , i.._, Lnovm not to :;J.£'fect ~:-::~~ r8c:i<J.bl~r t l".:.; s t elat.?.l f re ::Juencie s in JTiole-
cule s oi' -:,~1is t y-'-'e • Th-=:! force c onst J.nts c.s soc i. c.t~ d Fi th th0 \:-Tc:J.'ocen ::nd 
c onsidered ::-.~ :.-c].- :._: l::...'lO'.'m . 
The o:•' )se ,lce c f ::-. dipole !:lorrmt t.c; __ :e ti1or wi t~1 t.1e aoscncc oi' coin-
·C.o the noint ;_:roup D 
*»h . 
thr:t the ·t;rro ~.TOU!'JS _rmst 
/or the DO Ci tion of t~12 C:: <~rOUT'S 
~ 3 ~ -
·.rhic i1 1,1ib:- s t~3 wl:.;c-,_-:J_ar ~mc.el lie in a pl ane , the norr-nl vibrnti 0ns will 
J.'e.ll i~1to species exactl;,r o.nalogo,J.s to those of th::; :r.:·oi~1t ::_-r o-up C h . 'l'his 
its o.ss~J__rJ.ption the observed spoctr~. are •!101' 8 rec.c~il;T e :x::LJJ ::-.ine d . 
v 
_,or non-cle~:one r::tte vibrations the c1 is ::' J-<-'.C 8l>~Cnt of <:ell o.;:· tl1e nucl·ci 
of a !';::i_ven s-;.:- rr:~ try set ar e .L i.xecl b~c t he dis~;1acements oi' one representa-
t ive nu.-::1e1.:s . Thcr:]fore , tho nuclei o.t" tbi s Dot c.:.n at ~.10SG (!Or>.tribute 
t.bree r:c~ree s ol' fre .dom t:) e:::.ch non- der:enerate sy:'L'118 tr;:,'" ty;_ e , '"'.nd \7ill 
c.ctuall,:>T contribute the se t hree de crees o:f free 1on if t~e repr~sentative 
nucl eus O.oe s not lie on any e l eHent of s;ynrnet_ y . Thus i f' th~r c.re m se ts 
of nuclei not on :my e l en13nt o:: syf,lmetry , t here will be 3m dezrees o!: 
J:'reedom of each non- degenerate S71lll1l.etr:;r t;.rpe contributed by t hese sets . 
One sr_ould then be :J.ble to <iet rmine the total nurriber of cie:;rees of f ree-
dom f or each Stlecies . The follm-r~ng is the dtaracter table c-,s sociated 
TTith t he point ~.Toup C 2h [~ivinr;: the muriber of genuine vibrations for e2.ch 
s:;_Jec i es . 
c2, B 11 
,. l 1 l l 
0 
it ]_ 1 - 1 - l 
u 
B g 1 -1 -1 }_ 
Bu J. -1 l - l 
No . Gen . .l-\.a'"l:::,n 
Yib . ! cti ve 
3 i) 
I ";1 
-L L' 
0 DF 
2 -:, ' 
6 
Imr . Acti v i t~r 
Active 
I 
z 
1~ ,., J. z 
I R ' t1 X y 
A T T x'-y 
The _:"lnero.l solution f or a pol;:ratomic molecule of any size is ver;;; 
c:i fi'ic·ult to obtain . !.-iowaver, i f the molecule :;JOssesse s any s ymme try at 
all , a sol ution may be obtained bjr the rne t~od of s·yT~u:Jetry coordinates . 
These vrere .first j.ntrodFced. by Ho'.~c..rd C'.lld ':•[ilson i n l93L.. :i:i'ro::.J. t he t.e_"lJle 
oi' characters ·we know t~1.e number o.f t;enuine v:Lbrations :for Jach syrnmetry 
ty:)e . ln:otead. of the usual 3~·! -6 cartesia..n. dicplacewent coorrl.inate s, Tle 
introciuce ~f; :: 3H-6 118'.7 internal or SyrrJ.D.e try coorc~in o.tes, T.fhcre t he 
c -
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s:..<D1.,wtion is over all syw.rr.etry :;;pecies . Tnese s:y~.1etry c oordinates are 
chosen so that t~e re is no lT1otion of the center o f ;nass or rotation about 
the centar of r·w.s s . The act 'al normal coordinates are lj_near combinations 
oi' t:t·.ase D:fJ'TID.etry coor dinates . S ince the pote :J.tial ener t,y :Ls considered 
a q_l;.adratic :function of th-:J cartesian coordinat es , it must also be a quad -
ratic Junction of the sy.'fljne try coord:inates , as thG l atter are linear com 
binC~.tions oi' t:1e f'or:t-~r . The same hol ds trua .for t:1e ti~1etic ener:-;:r . 
If the s~nu:1'3tr;-_r COOl'l.li~1ate s Si a.'1d k belong tc C:iffcrent "'pecies 
or s;yr:"L'11c try types , there is ahYaya a. symr1-2tr J opera.tion l)ermittecl uy the 
molecule rihe rebl.- the si c;n o:f Sl- ~::1r1 " ch.,-ry·, o. · ff r tl " _ :....v.>.>}·: - -G~ l_e_en y . This woul d 
:Lbl c .-::·or any sy•:uuetry operation . Therefore, there :tre no cross products 
i11 the potenti al and kj_ne tic ener.c;ies between t he s p3cies . 'fhis means 
·l:,hat t~1c aolu.tio11 is greatly simplifiec1 i"'or tl1en the sec11l2.r e qu:J.tion c::m 
be solved separately for 3ach species . Futtinr; t he Frey- :Oradley fie l d 
into t:1e pror.)e r form for use wi-th th3 syw .. rne try coordina-tes 7 -t he general 
solution fo r the " 2Y type o molecule is obtained. . This c:emral s olution 2 u.. -
V!3.C applied to t' e azonet~ .. ::-t.ne mol ecule, usin; ti:1e eJ<:pc:;:-·i.."Tlentally determined 
The val U"\S of the force constunts ·;r:1ich 'Jnen substitrted int o t he 
seculc:r e•:~u::>.tion :::i ve -the frecuenci3s to viith:Ln 0.5 ·oe r cent of -c~e e:xperi-
ment:?.llzr ohserv3c Irec:uencies, c.re ac .follovfo : 
C- H I~l 4.41 :do5 d:rnes/cm. 
!rl'f J{ 2 9453 xl05 d~mcs/cm . 
planal1 clefor . o. c2 r' ct:nes/cm. H ):10_.; p 
perp . defor. H 
. 91 .xlo5 dynes/em. ··z 
vii 
F = 0 . 882 xlo.5 d;y'11es/cm. 
, c: I li'' : ... 0 . 075 xl0-' d:J'11.8 S c :n . 
The correspondint; value for the :::Ilc..;le -be t \"feen the single ;mci. the double 
bonds is found to 1:e lh) : 2 de sr·3~ s . 'rhis is Hit~in -i:,re limit s of 
13.5 1.5 det:rees as proposed by ·,'rest and Killin~;mvorth . 
T!l.e result of this inves tigation confjrms the bent- trans struct·ure 
for t~e a zo mo:: thane molecule . It predicts b:o frc;quencie s below )00 cn-l 
..-rhich hav not been e1:peri!Y!P.ntally observed, . but have been sue:;ested bJ 
Eer:z.bcrg . 
The aut~:or 11ishe s t :::J e:;:~:'ress JtiS a.;Jprec iatio:rl for t{le . he l p civon 
him b;<r J..;oc t:::Jr C. A!:10nen and. Doctor A. r ohlenherz i n the prcp ~rat,ion of 
t his ~~ssertation • 
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